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Abstract: Berberine a plant alkaloid is investigated as inhibitor of Hsp90(heat shock 

protein)by computer modelling  and docking studies. Hsp90 is chaperon protein which 

stabilises proteins for tumour growth. The ATP regions in Hsp90 such as Asn37. Leuc34, 

Asp79, Asn92, Gly121 were selected as targeted amino acids. Here we report anti cancer 

effects of berberine which inhibited Hsp90 proteins activity, it also suppressed independent 

growth of tumour cells by disrupting  the ATP site regions in Hsp90. In molecular docking 

and simulation studies  inhibition was due to direct binding of berberine with ATP regions. 

This report suggests that berbeine is a natural and clear molecular target for anti cancer 

activity of Hsp90, which might contribute to chemo preventive potential of certain natural 

drugs. 
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1. Introduction 

Berberine is an isoquinoline alkaloid from nature plants like Berbera Species has demonstrated multiple 

pharmalogical and biological activities
1
 against many cancer cells, it is a traditional anticancer drug which have 

been applied in Chinese medicine
2
 from many decades. Berberine plays key role in inhibition

3
 0f Hsp90 active 

sites by using Molecular Docking studies 

Hsp90 protein
4
 is a chaperon protein which regulates the temperature of proteins in the other hand it 

stabilises the tumour growth proteins, which is responsible for many type of cancers. Here we report the Hsp90 

inhibition study to control the Hsp90 stabilisation against tumour growth, so we target the ATP sites (Asn37, 

Leuc34, asp79, Asn92, Gly121) of  Hsp90 proteins for inhibitions. Inhibition of this sites are essential to control 

the activity cancer cells
5-7

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Receptor Preparation 

The 3D structure of Hsp90 was retrieved from the Hsp90 from PDB databank
8
 (PDB id:1US7) The 

Hsp90 is designed such as it has a binding receptors were carried out for molecular docking. The structure 

which is imported into Schrodinger docking tools (Maestro9.0) subjected to delete waters and add Hydrogen to 
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the molecule. Then the resultant molecule should undergo pre process, optimization and minimisation 

simulations for ligand binding interactions 

2.2 Ligand preparation 

The Berberine structure which is retrieved from ZINC Data base(code: Zinc03779067)
9
.The resultant 

molecule were carried out for minimization under 5000 cycles in conjugate gradient method for preparing to 

dock the binding receptor of Hsp90 Proteins 

2.3 Software 

The software which is used for docking is Schrodinger suite Docking
10

 platform Maestro9.0, which has 

a special package features of all components and flexible adjusting of parameters and docking, molecular 

studies and drug design methods
11

. 

2.4 Docking studies 

The resultant protein preparation wizard structure
12

[ import to Maestro platform, then we pick the 

ligand receptors by using grid box contains the x, y, z constraints. Adjust x=2.96 ,y=3;47, z=5.46 at the receptor 

sites. Then the prepared ligand is imported and run the Induced fit docking. The docking score and gliding 

scores were obtained from 17 hits then choose the best score and gliding energy from 17 out fits. 

3. Results  

The 3D structure
13

 was generated after 17 outfits of Induced docking and the residues at ATP sites were 

bind by ligand and form a clear representation of inhibition. The sites which were docked had highest docking 

score is -6.035 and lowest is -4.3 and the gliding energy is -39.92 and lowest is -33.04.these are the effective 

and efficient report of any natural drug inhibition for Hsp90 proteins
14

. The resultant values of 17 docking 

induced outfit were represented in Fig1.The important ATP sites which ligand docking interacted sites are 

(Asn37, Leuc34, asp79, Asn92, Gly121)block the energy supply to Hsp90 proteins so, the HSp90 proteins 

gradually inhibited in cells body represented in Fig2.so,by these studies we can evaluate that berberine is 

natural and effective inhibitor of Hsp90 proteins
15

. 

  

Fig1.The induced docking hits of ligand protein interactions 
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4. Discussion 

               The docking results are evaluated from the Maestro platform, The relative accuracy and site of 

interactions at protein ligand complex is satisfactory. Negative binding energy is an evidence for the formation 

of positive results. The ATP sites which were bind at docking site residues which blocks the energy supply to 

Hsp90 proteins. This study provide an opportunity to explore the emergence of natural drugs. Our analysis here 

is Natural drug Berberine can induce the Hsp90 proteins in widely acceptable docking studies. 
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